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Abstract: The new generations of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) space vehicles can transmit
three or more frequency signals. Multi-frequency observations bring a significant improvement to
precise point positioning ambiguity resolution (PPP AR). However, the multi-frequency satellite code
and phase biases need to be properly handled before conducting PPP AR. The traditional satellite
bias correction methods, for example, the commonly used differential code biases (DCB), are limited
to the dual-frequency ionosphere-free (IF) case and become more and more difficult to extend to
multi-GNSS and multi-frequency cases. In this contribution, we propose the observable-specific
signal bias (OSB) correction method for un-differenced and uncombined (UDUC) PPP AR. The OSB
correction method, which includes observable-specific satellite code and phase bias correction, can
directly apply kinds of OSBs to GNSS original observation data, thus, it is more appropriate for
multi-GNSS and multi-frequency cases. In order to verify the performance of multi-frequency
UDUC-PPP AR based on the OSB correction method, triple-frequency GPS observation data provided
by 142 Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) stations were used to estimate observable-specific satellite
phase biases at the PPP service end and some of them were also used to conduct AR at the PPP user
end. The experiment results showed: the averaged time-to-first-fix (TTFF) of triple-frequency GPS
kinematic UDUC-PPP AR with observable-specific satellite code bias (SCB) corrections could reach
about 22 min with about 29% improvement, compared with that without observable-specific SCB
corrections; TTFF of triple-frequency static UDUC-PPP AR with observable-specific phase-specific
time-variant inter-frequency clock bias (IFCB) corrections took about 15.6 min with about 64.3%
improvement, compared with that without observable-specific IFCB corrections.

Keywords: global positioning system (GPS); precise point positioning (PPP); triple-frequency
ambiguity resolution; un-differenced and uncombined; observable-specific signal bias (OSB)

1. Introduction

As known to all, the new generations of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) space vehicles
can transmit three or more frequency signals. The global positioning system (GPS) has successively
launched Block I, Block II, Block IIA, Block IIR and Block IIM satellites, and the modern generation
of Block-IIF satellites can transmit the third civil signal L5 signal, in addition to the existing L1 and
L2 signals [1]. The Europe Galileo system can provide five frequency navigation signals (E1, E5,
E5a, E5b and E6) for commercial and civilian use. The Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite System
(BDS) has provided B1, B2 and B3 signals. The extra frequency signals have been demonstrated to
bring significant improvement to the time-to-first-fix (TTFF) and positioning accuracy of precise point
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positioning ambiguity resolution (PPP AR) [2–8]. However, it is essential that the code and phase
biases on each frequency are properly handled as a prerequisite of conducting multi-frequency PPP AR.
This is mainly because the code biases could reduce the accuracy of pseudo-range observations and the
phase biases could not only affect carrier-phase observations but also destroy the un-difference integer
ambiguity. Correct calibration of these biases could undoubtedly improve the accuracy of observation
data as well as restore the un-difference integer ambiguity. In general, the code and phase biases at
the satellite end need to be handled, whereas the receiver-related biases, which can be canceled by
the approach of single-differences between satellites (SD), do not impact on the performance of PPP
AR [9]. Therefore, the current study of the code and phase biases for PPP AR focuses on the satellite
code and phase biases.

Satellite code biases (SCB) on each pseudo-range frequency signal are hard to be directly calculated
or unbiasedly estimated based on the un-differenced and uncombined (UDUC) PPP model. Therefore,
differential code biases (DCB), which can be obtained by differencing pseudo-range observations on
two different frequency signals, are commonly used as an alternative. The types of DCB include
intra-frequency code bias such as GPS P1-C1, C1C-C1W or C2W-C2X bias, as well as inter-frequency
code bias such as GPS P1-P2, C1W-C2W or C1C-C5Q bias [10–12]. PPP users should correct SCB with
the corresponding DCB products when using observations differing from the conventional reference
signal of International GNSS Service (IGS) precise satellite clock offset products [13]. This differential
SCB correction method is very suitable for the traditional dual-frequency ionosphere-free PPP model.
However, in the face of a steadily growing variety of GNSS signals and observables, the differential
SCB correction method is hard and not convenient to extend to multi-GNSS and multi-frequency
observations. Schaer [14] and Villiger et al. [15] proposed the concept of observable-specific SCB
which could directly interact with GNSS original observations. This innovation can greatly facilitate
multi-GNSS and multi-frequency SCB correction and also can apply to any PPP models. However,
the concrete correction strategy and the performance of PPP AR with observable-specific SCB need to
be further studied.

Satellite phase biases (SPB) on each carrier-phase frequency signal include the time-invariant
and time-variant parts [16,17]. The time-invariant parts of satellite phase biases, which are commonly
defined as uncalibrated phase delays (UPD) or just SPB, are respectively absorbed into each frequency
float ambiguity parameters when conducting float UDUC-PPP [18]. The classical SPB correction
strategy for example is commonly to directly apply UDUC-SPB products to correct float ambiguity
parameters when conducting UDUC-PPP AR at the user end [4,19–21]. However, the disadvantage
of the classical SPB correction strategy is that the form of SPB products commonly depends on the
form of float ambiguities. In other words, one form of SPB product can only apply to the specific
float ambiguities. Therefore, in order to conveniently conduct multi-frequency and multi-GNSS PPP
AR, it is necessary to study an observable-specific SPB correction strategy, which is similar to the
observable-specific SCB correction strategy.

The time-variant satellite phase biases vary cyclically from day to day with respect to
Sun-satellite-Earth geometry [22]. For dual-frequency (L1/L2) UDUC-PPP, one part of time-variant
satellite phase biases can be absorbed into ionospheric delay parameters, and another part of
time-variant satellite phase biases can be offset by current (IGS) precise clock products, which contain a
L1/L2 IF combination of time-variant satellite phase biases. In other words, time-variant satellite phase
biases can be ignored for dual-frequency (L1/L2) UDUC-PPP. However, when using the additional
L5 observations to conduct triple-frequency UDUC-PPP, the time-varying satellite phase biases on
the L5 frequency cannot be offset by L1/L2 IGS precise clock products. Therefore, the inconsistency
between the time-varying phase biases on the L5 frequency and the time-varying phase biases
included in the L1/L2 IGS precise clock products, which is commonly defined as phase-specific
inter-frequency clock bias (PIFCB or IFCB), need to be additionally considered. IFCB also includes
an observable-specific or IF form, which are respectively applicable to a triple-frequency UDUC-PPP
model and a triple-frequency IF-PPP model [23]. According to the current study, a triple-frequency
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GPS float PPP with IFCB correction can improve the positioning accuracy and reduce the convergence
time [17,23–25]. However, the performance of GPS triple-frequency PPP AR with observable-specific
IFCB has not been investigated so far.

In this paper, we aim at proposing an observable-specific signal bias (OSB) correction method for
UDUC-PPP AR, and meanwhile, the performance of triple-frequency GPS UDUC-PPP AR with OSB is
also investigated. To achieve the goals, we first provide a summary of the current satellite code and phase
biases based on a triple-frequency UDUC-PPP observation model. Thereafter, the observable-specific
SCB, SPB and IFCB corrections for triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR are discussed. Subsequently, we use
real GPS triple-frequency observation data to conduct an experiment to validate the performance of
triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR with OSB. Finally, the main points and conclusions are summarized.

2. Methods

Considering time-variant and time-invariant code and phase biases, the observation equation for
original pseudo-range and carrier-phase observations on each frequency can be shown as follows [17,23]:

Ps
r,n = ρs

r + tr − ts + γn · Is
r,1 + ms

r · zwdr + (dr,n + ∆dr,n) − (ds
n + ∆ds

n) + εs
r,n (1)

Ls
r,n = ρs

r + tr − ts
− γn · Is

r,1 + ms
r · zwdr + λn ·Ns

r,n + λn · (br,n + ∆br,n) − λn(bs
n + ∆bs

n) + ξs
r,n (2)

where n = 1, 2, 3 refers to the frequency number; ρs
r is the geometric distance between the phase

centers of satellite s and receiver r antennas (m); tr and ts are physical receiver and satellite clock
offsets, respectively (m); Is

r,1 is the slant ionospheric delay on the L1 frequency (m); γn is the

frequency-dependent multiplier factor at frequency n, which can be expressed as γn =
f 2
1

f 2
n

and

f is the frequency; zwdr denotes the wet troposphere delay at zenith with the mapping function ms
r

(m); λn is the wavelength of the phase measurement on the frequency band n (m); dr,n and ds
n denote

frequency-dependent time-invariant receiver and satellite code biases, respectively (m); ∆dr,n and ∆ds
n

denote frequency-dependent time-variant receiver and satellite code biases, respectively (m); br,n and
bs

n are frequency-dependent time-invariant phase biases at receiver and satellite sides (cycles); ∆br,n and
∆bs

n are frequency-dependent time-variant phase biases at receiver and satellite sides (cycles); Ns
r,n is the

integer ambiguity on each frequency (cycles); εs
r,n and ξs

r,n are the sum of noise and multipath error for
code and carrier phase observations (m). It should be noted that the satellite and receiver antenna phase
center offsets (PCOs) and variations (PCVs), relativistic effects, slant hydrostatic troposphere delay,
tidal loadings and phase wind-up (only for carrier phase) have been corrected with the existing models.

2.1. Triple-Frequency UDUC-PPP AR Model

In general, the time-variant code biases are far less than the pseudo-range measurement noise,
while time-variant phase biases at the receiver sides can be absorbed by the receiver clock parameter, and
its influence can be eliminated by the approach of single differences between satellites when conducting
PPP ambiguity resolution, and as a result, the two kinds of biases can be safely neglected [23,26].
Therefore, according to Equations (1) and (2), a GPS triple-frequency UDUC-PPP observation model
for pseudo-range and carrier-phase measurements can be simplified as:

Ps
r,1 = ρs

r + tr − ts + γ1·Is
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + dr,1 − ds
1 + εs

r,1
Ps

r,2 = ρs
r + tr − ts + γ2·Is

r,1 + ms
r·zwdr + dr,2 − ds

2 + εs
r,2

Ps
r,5 = ρs

r + tr − ts + γ5·Is
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + dr,5 − ds
5 + εs

r,5

(3)


Ls

r,1 = ρs
r + tr − ts

− γ1·Is
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + (Ns
r,1 + br,1 − ds

1) − ∆ds
1 + ξs

r,1
Ls

r,2 = ρs
r + tr − ts

− γ2·Is
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + (Ns
r,2 + br,2 − ds

2) − ∆ds
2 + ξs

r,2
Ls

r,5 = ρs
r + tr − ts

− γ5·Is
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + (Ns
r,5 + br,5 − ds

5) − ∆ds
5 + ξs

r,5

(4)
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where Ps
r,1, Ps

r,2 and Ps
r,5 denote the original pseudo-range measurements on GPS L1, L2 and L5 signals,

while Ls
r,1, Ls

r,2 and Ls
r,5 are original carrier-phase measurements, correspondingly; the other symbols on

corresponding frequency signals have the same meaning as those in Equations (1) and (2). As discussed
above, the GPS satellite clock offset products are computed by ionosphere-free (IF) combination of
phase (L1/L2) and code (P1/P2) observations. Therefore, the GPS satellite clock products which contain
the time-invariant and time-variant bias can be described as:

t
s
= ts
− (ds

IF12
+ ∆bs

IF12
) (5)

with 
α12 = f 2

1 /( f 2
1 − f 2

2 )

β12 = − f 2
2 /( f 2

1 − f 2
2 )

ds
IF12

= α12 · ds
1 + β12 · ds

2
∆bs

IF12
= α12 · ∆bs

1 + β12 · ∆bs
2

(6)

where t
s

denote the IGS satellite clock product; ds
IF12

denote time-invariant IF combination satellite code
biases; ∆bs

IF12
denote time-variant IF satellite phase biases; α12 and β12 are the IF combination factor.

After using the IGS satellite clock products, the satellite clock parameter in (3) and (4) can be removed.
Based on S-system theory [19], the full rank linear observation equations can be reparameterized as:

P
s
r,1 = µ·X + tr,12 + γ1·I

s
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + ∆bs
1 + εs

r,1

P
s
r,2 = µ·X + tr,12 + γ2·I

s
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + ∆bs
2 + εs

r,2

P
s
r,5 = µ·X + tr,12 + γ5·I

s
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + IFBs
r + γ5·β12·(∆bs

1 − ∆bs
2) + ∆bs

IF12
+ εs

r,5

(7)


L

s
r,1 = µ·X + tr,12 − γ1·I

s
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + N
s
r,1 + ξs

r,1

L
s
r,2 = µ·X + tr,12 − γ2·I

s
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + N
s
r,2 + ξs

r,2

L
s
r,5 = µ·X + tr,12 − γ5·I

s
r,1 + ms

r·zwdr + N
s
r,5 + IFCBs + ξs

r,5

(8)

With 

DCBr,12 = dr,2 − dr,1, DCBs,12 = ds
2 − ds

1
dr,IF12 = α12dr,1 + β12dr,2,
I
s
r,1 = Is

r,1 − β12(DCBr,12 −DCBs,12 + ∆bs
1 − ∆bs

2)

tr,12 = tr + dr,IF12

N
s
r,1 = −γ1·β12·(DCBr,12 −DCBs,12) − dr,IF12 + ds

IF12
+ λ1·(Ns

r,1 + br,1 − bs
1)

N
s
r,2 = −γ2·β12·(DCBr,12 −DCBs,12) − dr,IF12 + ds

IF12
+ λ2·(Ns

r,2 + br,2 − bs
2)

N
s
r,5 = −γ5·β12·(DCBr,12 −DCBs,12) − dr,IF12 + ds

IF12
+ λ5·(Ns

r,5 + br,5 − bs
5)

IFBs
r = γ5·β12·(DCBr,12 −DCBs,12) − dr,IF12 + ds

IF12
+ dr,5 − ds

5
IFCBs = ∆bs

IF12
− ∆bs

5 + γ5·β12·(∆bs
1 − ∆bs

2)

(9)

where P and L denote the OMC (observation minus computed) values of pseudo-range and carrier-phase
observations; µ denotes the vector of line of sight; X denotes the three-dimensional coordinates of
the station; and tr,12 denotes IF receiver clock offset. DCBr,12 and DCBs,12 are the L1/L2 DCB at the
receiver and satellite sides, respectively. I

s
r,1 is the ionospheric delay on the L1 frequency, lumped

with L1/L2 DCB and time-variant phase biases; zwdr denotes the wet troposphere delay at zenith
with the mapping function ms

r; IFBs
r denotes the time-invariant inter-frequency code bias for each

satellite; N
s
r,1, N

s
r,2 and N

s
r,5 are reparameterized float ambiguities for each frequency; IFCBs refers to

the phase-specific time-variant inter-frequency clock bias (IFCB).
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2.2. Observable-Specific Satellite Code Biases

As discussed above, satellite code biases, which are considered time-invariant biases in a period of
time, are commonly corrected to pseudo-range observations using DCB products. The DCB products
of P1-P2, P1-C1 and P2-C2, which release by CODE, are produced based on the RINEX 2 observations
of dual-frequency GPS and GLONASS (available at ftp://ftp.aiub.unibe.ch/CODE/). With multi-GNSS
and multi-frequency signals observed, DLR, IGG and CODE use multi-GNSS experiment (MGEX)
stations to produce DCB products which are based on RINEX 3 observations of multi-GNSS and
multi-frequency (available at: ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex/dcb/). The current
code bias types for GPS signals are summarized in Table 1. However, it is noted that no standard
choice and usage of DCB products have been recommended by the IGS Bias and Calibration Working
Group (BCWG) [12].

Table 1. Current code bias types for global position system (GPS) signals.

Observation Format Code Bias Type DCB Type Institution

GPS RINEX 2 Inter-frequency code bias P1-P2 CODE
Intra-frequency code bias P1-C1

P2-C2

GPS RINEX 3 Inter-frequency code bias C1W-C2W IGG/DLR/CODE
C1C-C1W
C1C-C2W
C1C-C5Q
C1C-C5X

Intra-frequency code bias C2W-C2L
C2W-C2S
C2W-C2X

DCB products cannot be used directly to calibrate the UDUC pseudo-range measurements on
each frequency because they represent relative inter-frequency or intra-frequency code bias instead of
the absolute code bias on each frequency. Although only the relative relation between different satellite
code biases can be obtained, we can still recover their absolute format by introducing a constraint
condition. According to Equations (6) and (9), we can write the following equation system: DCBs

C1W−C2W = ds
C1W − ds

C2W
ds

IFC1WC2W
= α12 · ds

C1W + β12 · ds
C2W

(10)

where DCBs
C1W−C2W denotes C1C-C1W satellite DCB; ds

C1W and ds
C2W denote satellite code biases

on C1W and C2W pseudo-range observations, respectively; and ds
IFC1WC2W

denotes C1W/C2W IF
combination satellite code biases. In order to be consistent with an IGS clock product relying on the
same definition, the constraint condition can be expressed as [14]:

ds
IFC1WC2W

= 0 (11)

where ds
IFC1WC2W

is supposed as 0 value; then, the absolute C1W and C2W satellite code bias can be
derived by Equation (10): {

ds
C1W = β12 ·DCBs

C1W−C2W
ds

C2W = −α12 ·DCBs
C1W−C2W

(12)

The other type code biases such as C1C, C5Q and C5X can be easily derived by Equation (12):
ds

C1C = DCBs
C1C−C1W + β12·DCBs

C1W−C2W
ds

C5Q = DCBs
C1C−C1W + β12·DCBs

C1W−C2W −DCBs
C1C−C5Q

ds
C5X = DCBs

C1C−C1W + β12·DCBs
C1W−C2W −DCBs

C1C−C5X

(13)

ftp://ftp.aiub.unibe.ch/CODE/
ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex/dcb/
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Considering Equations (3), (12) and (13), the satellite code bias correction for GPS triple-frequency
pseudo-range observations can be conveniently expressed as:

P̃s
r,C1W = Ps

r,C1W + ds
C1W

P̃s
r,C2W = Ps

r,C2W + ds
C2W

P̃s
r,C5X = Ps

r,C5X + ds
C5X

(14)

where P̃s
r,C1W , P̃s

r,C2W and P̃s
r,C5X denote the pseudo-range observations where the code biases have

been corrected. It should be noted that only a relative relation between satellite code biases is corrected
to pseudo-range observations, therefore ds

C1W , ds
C2W and ds

C5X should be interpreted as pseudo-absolute
code biases. In fact, these pseudo-absolute code biases can be considered as observable-specific SCB
which can be directly corrected to the original pseudo-range observations.

2.3. Observable-Specific Satellite Phase Biases

Time-invariant satellite phase bias correction, also called SPB correction, which aims to recover the
integer property of carrier phase ambiguity, is the prerequisite of conducting PPP AR. The traditional
method of SPB correction, which commonly applies the corresponding SPB products to correct float
ambiguities, can be expressed as [4,6,9]:

∆N
s
r = ∆N̂s

r + ∆b
s

(15)

where ∆N̂s
r denote SD float ambiguity estimates (cycles); ∆b

s
denote SD satellite SPB (cycles); ∆N

s
r

denote SD float ambiguity estimates which have been corrected with SPB products. As can be seen,
the traditional method of SPB correction depends on the form of float ambiguity. For example, if
float ambiguity is the wide-lane (WL) form, the SPB product should correspond to WL SPB; if the
float ambiguity is the UDUC form, the SPB product should correspond to UDUC SPB. Similar to the
observable-specific SCB, an alternative SPB correction method for UDUC-PPP can be described as
below [5,27]: 

L
s
r,1 = Ls

r,1 + b
s
1

L
s
r,2 = Ls

r,2 + b
s
2

L
s
r,5 = Ls

r,5 + b
s
5

(16)

where b
s
1, b

s
2 and b

s
5 are UDUC SPB products for Ls

r,1, Ls
r,2 and Ls

r,5 original phase observations, respectively

(m); and L
s
r,1, L

s
r,2 and L

s
r,5 are carrier-phase observations without time-invariant SPB. The UDUC

SPB can also be considered as observable-specific SPB which can be directly corrected to original
phase observations on each frequency. It is obvious that the observable-specific SPB can be easily and
conveniently extended for multi-frequency and multi-GNSS PPP AR and also applied to different
PPP models.

According to Equations (7)–(9), the time-variant SPBs are contained in both pseudo-range and
carrier-phase observations. The time-variant SPBs which are contained in pseudo-range observations
can be ignored because their effects are usually smaller than pseudo-range noise [23]. Therefore,
handling the time-variant satellite phase bias for triple-frequency UDUC-PPP mainly aims to correct
the IFCB on L5 carrier-phase observations. According to Equations (8) and (9), the observable-specific
IFCB on L5 frequency can be straightforwardly formulated as:

IFCBs = α12 · (1− γ5/γ2) · ∆bs
1 − β12 · (γ5 − 1) · ∆bs

2 − ∆bs
5 (17)

As can be seen, observable-specific IFCB is a linear combination of time-variant satellite phase bias
on L1, L2 and L5 frequencies. Similar to the observable-specific SPB, it can be directly corrected to L5
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phase observations at the user end after being estimated by PPP network solutions or other strategies,
e.g., [17], or [23] or [28]. Thus, the observable-specific IFCB correction can be easily expressed as:

L̃s
r,5 = Ls

r,5 + IFCBs (18)

where L̃s
r,5 denotes the L5 phase observations without IFCBs.

2.4. Observable-Specific Satellite Bias Corrections for UDUC-PPP AR

The process of observable-specific bias corrections for triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR is shown in
Figure 1. As can be seen, it includes the formation of observable-specific satellite code and phase biases at
the service end as well as observable-specific bias corrections for multi-frequency UDUC-PPP AR at the
user end. At the service end, firstly we need to estimate observable-specific IFCB using triple-frequency
GPS observations. Observable-specific IFCB can be obtained by converting ionosphere-free IFCB,
which is commonly estimated by differencing ionosphere-free combinations of L1/L2 and L1/L5 phase
observations [23]. Then, we convert the DCB product (e.g., DLR DCB product, estimated using the GIM
model and differenced intra-/inter-frequency pseudo-range observations [11]) to an observable-specific
SCB product. Next, observable-specific SPB can be estimated with consideration of observable-specific
IFCB and SCB corrections. Finally, we need to combine observable-specific IFCB, SPB and SCB to
generate the file (SINEX_BIAS) for observable-specific bias corrections at the PPP user end. A detailed
description of the SINEX_BIAS file is given in “Appendix A.” At the user end, we can innovate to
directly apply the SINEX_BIAS file to correct the original pseudo-range and carrier-phase observations.
Then, float ambiguities with an integer property and corresponding variance-covariance matrix can be
obtained when conducting float UDUC-PPP. Next, UDUC integer ambiguities can be searched using
the LAMBDA method [29,30]. Eventually, the UDUC integer ambiguities can be applied as constraint
conditions to get the ambiguity-fixed UDUC-PPP [6].
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3. Experiment and Results

In this section, we investigate the performance of triple-frequency GPS UDCU-PPP AR with
observable-specific satellite code and phase biases. We start with introducing the generation of
SINEX_BIAS files using real triple-frequency GPS observation data, as well as triple-frequency
GPS UDUC-PPP AR strategies at the user end. Next, we respectively study the performance of
triple-frequency GPS UDUC-PPP AR with observable-specific SCB and IFCB in terms of time-to-first-fix
(TTFF) and positioning accuracy.

3.1. Data and UDUC-PPP AR Strategy

As shown in Figure 2, 142 MGEX stations, which can track GPS triple-frequency signals on day
92-99 of 2017, are used to estimate triple-frequency observable-specific SPB as well as observable-specific
IFCB for L5 carrier-phase observations. Observable-specific SCB are converted from the DCB products
released by DLR. A SINEX_BIAS file could be generated by combining SCB products as well as IFCB
and SPB estimates. At the user ends, the performance of triple-frequency GPS UDUC-PPP AR using
a SINEX_BIAS file is investigated at twelve stations, which are shown in Table 2. Table 2 shows the
receiver type of the station, the number of visible triple-frequency GPS satellites per epoch, the number
of visible GPS satellites per epoch, the total number of available GPS satellites and the available
triple-frequency GPS satellites at each station. As can be seen, currently about 5-6 triple-frequency GPS
satellites per epoch can be used for UDUC-PPP AR.
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Figure 2. Distribution of selected stations with GPS triple-frequency observations.

Table 2. Information of the twelve user stations including receiver type, the number of visible
triple-frequency GPS satellites per epoch (Tri Sat Num), the number of visible GPS satellites per epoch
(Sat Num), the total number of available GPS satellites and available triple-frequency GPS satellites
(Total (Tri) Sat Num).

Station Receiver Type Tri Sat Num
(Epoch)

Sat Num
(Epoch)

Total (Tri) Sat Num
(Available)

AJAC LEICA GR25 5-6 9-11 31(12)
BOR1 TRIMBLE NETR9 5-7 10-13 31(12)
BRUX SEPT POLARX4TR 5-7 12-13 31(12)
GOP6 LEICA GRX1200+GNSS 5-6 8-12 31(12)
GRAC LEICA GR25 5-6 9-12 31(12)
KOS1 SEPT POLARX4 5-7 10-13 31(12)
MATG LEICA GRX1200+GNSS 5-6 9-16 31(12)
TLSG SEPT POLARX4TR 5-6 9-14 31(12)

WARN JAVAD TRE_G3TH 5-7 10-14 31(12)
WTZR LEICA GR25 5-6 9-12 31(12)
WTZS SEPT POLARX4TR 5-6 9-12 31(12)
WTZZ TRE_G3TH 5-6 9-12 31(12)
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As a comparison, weekly coordinate solutions in SINEX format are considered as the reference
coordinates. IGS precise orbit and clock products at intervals of 5 min and 30 s are used, respectively.
Carrier-phase observations are given a standard deviation of 3 millimeters, while code observations
are de-weighted by a factor of 100. More detailed strategies about GPS UDUC-PPP AR are described
in Table 3.

Table 3. GPS un-differenced and uncombined precise point positioning ambiguity resolution
(UDUC-PPP AR) processing strategy.

Item Strategy

Estimator Sequential least square estimator
Observations Original carrier-phase and pseudo-range observations

Signal selection GPS: L1/L2/L5
Satellite selection Block IIF satellite with triple-frequency signals

Sampling rate 30 s
Elevation cutoff 15◦

Observations weight Elevation-dependent weight
Ionospheric delay Estimated as random walk process

Tropospheric delay Dry component: corrected with the Saastamoinen model
Wet component: estimated as random-walk process, GMF mapping function

Receiver clock Estimated as white noise

Station displacement Corrected by IERS Convention 2010, including Solid Earth tide,
pole tide and ocean tide loading [31]

Satellite PCO/PCV Corrected using IGS14 ANTEX file
Phase-windup effect Corrected [32]

Relativistic effect Applied
Station coordinate Static: estimated as constants, kinematic: estimated as white noise

Observable-specific SCB Type: C1C or C1W/C2W/C5X
Observable-specific SPB Type: L1C or L1W/L2W/L5X
Observable-specific IFCB Type: L5X

3.2. Performance of UDUC-PPP AR with Observable-Specific SCB

As a typical example, Figure 3 shows the performance of static and kinematic triple-frequency
UDUC-PPP AR with or without observable-specific SCB corrections during the initialization,
respectively. As can be seen, both static and kinematic UDUC-PPP AR with SCB corrections reduced
TTFF, compared with that without SCB corrections. Static UDUC-PPP AR without SCB corrections
took 18.5 min to finish the first fix while static UDUC-PPP AR with SCB corrections only took 15.5 min,
with TTFF reduced by 16.2%; kinematic UDUC-PPP AR without SCB corrections took 31.5 min to finish
the first fix, while kinematic UDUC-PPP AR with SCB corrections only took 15 min, with TTFF reduced
by 52.3%. Compared with static UDUC-PPP AR, SCB had more significant influence on kinematic
UDUC-PPP AR, due to the fact that the static solutions using multi-epoch observations can easily
smooth SCB, which was contained in a pseudo-range measurement, while the kinematic solutions
using a single-epoch observation are more sensitive to SCB contained in a pseudo-range measurement.
However, SCB could hardly influence the positioning accuracy of static or kinematic UDUC-PPP AR
when ambiguities were fixed. The main reason is that the pseudo-range measurements with relatively
low weight ratio have little influence on the positioning accuracy. Therefore, SCB mainly influence the
TTFF of kinematic UDUC-PPP AR.
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Figure 3. Two-h time series of position errors for triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR with or without
observable-specific SCB corrections at BRUX stations.

In order to further study the performance of kinematic UDUC-PPP AR with observable-specific
SCB corrections, the TTFF of kinematic UDUC-PPP AR with or without SCB corrections at the ten
different user stations are shown in Figure 4. The averaged TTFF for two groups of solutions are also
shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the effects of SCB corrections on UDUC-PPP AR at each station are
different so that the improvement of TTFF varied at different stations. For example, the improvement
of TTFF at BRUX station was much more than that at GOP6 station. This variation depends on many
factors and one of the factors we guess depends on the quality of pseudo-range observations at different
user stations. If the accuracy of pseudo-range observations at one test station is relatively high, it will
become higher when the SCBs are corrected, thus leading to much improvement of the TTFF. On the
contrary, if the quality of pseudo-range observations is poor, it will not become better, even if the SCBs
are corrected, and the TTFF cannot be improved too much. On average, the statistical results of the ten
stations demonstrated that the TTFF of kinematic UDUC-PPP AR with SCB corrections was about
22 min, which reduced the TTFF by 29%, compared to that without SCB corrections, which was about
31 min.
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3.3. Performance of UDUC-PPP AR with Observable-Specific IFCB

Figure 5 shows a typical 3-h time series of position errors for triple-frequency static float UDUC-PPP
as well as UDUC-PPP AR with observable-specific IFCB corrections at BRUX stations. It is pretty
obvious that the performance of both float UDUC-PPP and UDUC-PPP AR with IFCB corrections
could be significantly improved in terms of convergence time and positioning accuracy, compared
with that without IFCB corrections. The TTFF of UDUC-PPP AR without IFCB corrections was about
68.5 min while the TTFF of UDUC-PPP AR with IFCB is about 15.5 min, with about 77% improvement
at this station. With about 3-h observations, the positioning accuracy of UDUC-PPP AR without
IFCB was about 2.6 cm and 2.3 cm in a horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, while the
positioning accuracy of the UDUC-PPP AR without IFCB could achieve about 0.7 cm and 1.8 cm
in comparison, with an improvement of about 73% and 22% in a horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively. Furthermore, it should be noted that the effects of IFCB corrections on float UDUC-PPP
and UDUC-PPP AR were distinct. The positioning accuracy of float solutions without IFCB corrections
can be improved with the float parameters being smoothed over time. In contrast, the positioning
accuracy of fixed solutions without IFCB corrections at 2.2–2.3 h was even worse than that at 1.2–1.4 h.
This is mainly because IFCB presented continuous periodic variation, as shown in Figure 6, thus leading
to the number of incorrect fixed ambiguities also changing. When the number of incorrect fixed
ambiguities becomes large, the positioning accuracy will immediately become relatively poor, even if
UDUC-PPP AR had finished the first fix. Therefore, it is an essential prerequisite to correct IFCB before
conducting triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR.
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For the purpose of further studying the TTFF of triple-frequency GPS UDUC-PPP AR with
observable-specific IFCB corrections, we conducted a statistical analysis of the TTFF of static UDUC-PPP
AR with or without IFCB corrections at twelve different user stations, as shown in Figure 7. The averaged
TTFF for the two groups of solutions are also shown in Figure 7. It can be demonstrated that the TTFF
of UDUC-PPP AR with IFCB corrections is much shorter than that without IFCB corrections at all
user stations. The averaged TTFF of UDUC-PPP AR without IFCB corrections was about 43.8 min,
while the averaged TTFF of UDUC-PPP AR with IFCB corrections was about 15.6 min, with about 64.3%
improvement. Compared with Figure 4 above, it is obvious that the effect of IFCB on TTFF was more
significant than that of SCB on TTFF. This is because IFCB undermined carrier-phase measurements
while SCB undermined pseudo-range measurements, and the destruction of phase observations would
undoubtedly have a more disastrous impact on integer ambiguity resolution. In addition, the effects
of IFCB on TTFF were distinct at different station, which was mainly due to the fact that there were
different IFCB of different satellites observed at each station, leading to different effects on PPP AR.
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different user stations.

In order to further verify the positioning accuracy of triple-frequency GPS UDUC-PPP AR with
observable-specific IFCB corrections, we conducted a statistical analysis of the root mean square (RMS)
of positioning errors of the above user stations at different sessions in the east, north and up directions
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for UDUC-PPP AR with or without IFCB, as shown in Figure 8. It could be seen that the positioning
accuracy of UDUC-PPP AR with IFCB corrections was obviously much higher at any session, compared
with that without IFCB corrections. The results showed that the positioning accuracy of UDUC-PPP
AR with IFCB corrections at TTFF could reach 2.5 cm, 2.3 cm and 2.8 cm in the east, north and up
directions respectively, with improvements of 36%, 34% and 29% in three directions, compared with
that without IFCB corrections; with 3-h observation, the positioning accuracy with IFCB corrections
could reach about 1.3 cm, 1.1 cm and 1.6 cm in three directions respectively, with improvements of
42%, 58% and 56% in three directions, compared with that without IFCB corrections. Furthermore,
it should be mentioned that the positioning accuracy of UDUC-PPP AR without IFCB corrections at 1.5
h was even worse than that at TTFF. The reason may be that the periodical IFCB values at 1.5 h were
larger, thus leading to a greater impact on AR, which was also similar to the discussions above.
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4. Discussion

With the emergence of multi-GNSS and multi-frequency signals, the treatment of satellite code
and phase biases is essential for PPP AR. Compared with the traditional approach, the presented OSB
correction method, which includes observable-specific SCB and SPB as well as IFCB correction, is more
well suited for multi-GNSS and multi-frequency PPP AR. This is mainly because the OSB correction
method can directly correct kinds of observable-specific satellite biases to GNSS original observations,
without considering the correlation between different frequency signals and even different PPP AR
model. Based on the OSB correction method, the study about the performance of UDUC-PPP AR using
real triple-frequency GPS observation data is another new contribution. According to the experiment
results above, it has been shown that triple-frequency UDUC-PPP with observable-specific SPB can
achieve ambiguity-fixed UDUC-PPP, triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR with observable-specific SCB
can improve the TTFF of kinematic ambiguity-fixed solutions and triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR
with observable-specific IFCB can improve both the TTFF and positioning accuracy of ambiguity-fixed
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solutions. The conclusions are as expected and the results are easily explained, which was discussed in
Section 3. In addition, it should be mentioned that the TTFF of triple-frequency GPS static UDUC-PPP
AR is 15.6 min. Comparing with previous studies, as shown in Table 4, the dual-frequency GPS
static PPP AR is about 20 min [34,34], and it can be found that athough the number of available
triple-frequency GPS satellites is less than the number of available dual-frequency GPS satellites,
the TTFF of triple-frequency PPP AR is still faster than that of dual-frequency PPP AR, indicating
that triple-frequency observations are quite helpful for PPP rapid convergence. At the same time,
the TTFF of triple-frequency BDS UDUC-PPP AR and triple-frequency Galileo UDUC-PPP AR is
also faster than that of dual-frequency BDS UDUC-PPP AR and dual-frequency Galileo UDUC-PPP
AR [4,6], which further verifies the fact that triple-frequency observations of other GNSS constellations
can also improve the performance of PPP AR. As can be seen from Table 4, although the TTFF of
triple-frequency PPP AR has been significantly improved compared with dual-frequency PPP AR, it is
still long. One of the reasons is that the number of available triple-frequency satellites in a single GNSS
constellation is still limited. In order to increase the number of triple-frequency satellites, we will
conduct research on multi-GNSS and multi-frequency PPP AR next.

Table 4. Performance comparison of dual-frequency and triple-frequency PPP AR for BDS-2, Galileo
and GPS.

Item/Reference TTFF (min) Sat Num
(Epoch) Data Signal

Selection

Dual-frequency BDS-2 PPP AR/[4] 31 6-7 IGS MGEX B1/B2
Triple-frequency BDS-2 PPP AR/[4] 27.9 6-7 IGS MGEX B1/B2/B3
Dual-frequency Galileo PPP AR/ [6] 20 5-8 IGS MGEX E1/E5a
Triple-frequency Galileo PPP AR/[6] 16 5-8 IGS MGEX E1/E5a/E5b
Dual-frequency GPS PPP AR/[33]/[34] 22.6/20.8 9-14 IGS MEGX L1/L2
Triple-frequency GPS PPP AR 15.6 5-7 IGS MEGX L1/L2/L5

5. Conclusions

Multi-frequency signals have been demonstrated to bring significant improvement to the
performance of PPP AR. In order to conveniently conduct multi-frequency and also multi-GNSS
UDUC-PPP AR, we proposed a method to uniformly correct time-invariant and time-variant satellite
biases and also designed a corresponding file format of bias corrections. In addition, the effects of SCB
and IFCB on the performance of triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR are evaluated, in terms of TTFF and
positioning accuracy.

We took advantage of 142 MGEX stations to estimate the SPB and IFCB to generate a SINEX_BIAS
file at the service end and also verified the effects of SCB and IFCB on the performance of GPS
triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR at the user end, in terms of TTFF as well as positioning accuracy.
It was concluded that the effects of SCB corrections on kinematic UDUC-PPP AR was more significant,
compared with that on static UDUC-PPP AR; SCB mainly influenced TTFF instead of positioning
accuracy. The results demonstrated that the averaged TTFF of kinematic UDUC-PPP AR with SCB
corrections could reach 22 min, with about 29% improvement, compared with that without SCB
corrections. IFCB could influence both TTFF and positioning accuracy and the effects could be
constantly changing, due to periodic variation of IFCB estimates. It was shown that the averaged TTFF
of static UDUC-PPP AR with IFCB corrections was about 15.6 min, with about 64.3% improvement,
compared with that without IFCB corrections; the positioning accuracy of UDUC-PPP AR with IFCB
corrections at TTFF could reach 2.5 cm, 2.3 cm and 2.8 cm in the east, north and up directions,
respectively, with improvements of 36%, 34% and 29% in three directions, compared with that without
IFCB corrections.

It is worth mentioning that the TTFF of GPS triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR is still relative long.
One of reasons we think this may be due to the fact that only a small number of the GPS satellite
transmitting triple-frequency signals can be observed at one station. Therefore, we plan to further
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study the performance of UDUC-PPP AR with triple-frequency GPS, BDS and Galileo observations.
In addition, the TTFF of triple-frequency UDUC-PPP AR at different stations is obviously distinct,
which also needs to be studied further.
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Appendix A Basic Format of SINEX_BIAS File for UDUC-PPP AR

In order to facilitate unified processing of satellite code and phase bias for multi-frequency and
multi-GNSS UDUC-PPP AR, we designed a basic file format of unified bias correction, with reference
to a SINEX_BIAS file [14]. The basic format of SINEX_BIAS files for triple-frequency GPS UDUC-PPP
AR is shown in Figure A1. Taking the G01 satellite as an example, OSB_SCB, OSB_SPB and OSB_IFCB
in the "*BIAS" column of the SINEX_BIAS file represent SCB for each pseudo-range type, SPB for
each carrier-phase type and IFCB for L5X observation, respectively. It is obvious that the form of
these biases is observable-specific signal bias (OSB), which can be directly corrected to corresponding
original pseudo-range and carrier-phase observations. The time difference between “BIAS_START”
and “BIAS_END” denotes the 30 s sampling interval for these biases. “UNIT” denotes the unit of
these biases. “_ESTIMATED_VALUE_” and “STD_DEV” denote the bias estimates and corresponding
standard deviation.
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